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Frequently some people will ask about how is this place any different when it
comes to many other places where people believe in Aliens. The answer is, we are
the ONLY place online that was and will ever be, that will have these beliefs, and
this ideology combined.
No other ideology gives the Truth injection like we do, and nobody would even
dare to every try to make a fake ass wiped out version of this, because even being
close around these subjects is a terrible fear for the status quo and the enemy,
and this is well known.
All of society they have formed to condemn our teachings, the morals we teach,
our life and existence ideology, abolish all natural understanding, and so forth.
This ideology is the only consistent ideology about advanced extraterrestrials. As
it should be obvious, highly ADVANCED RACES OF ALIENS, do practice and have
RACIAL POLICY unto themselves, and they rule RACIALLY.
Satan and the Gods, have been open to us. This was common knowledge to our
primordial ancestors, all the way from the Veda, even through the Middle Ages.
The Gods communicated always the same message about the people, the blood,
the race, long story short, the species and it's civilization, and to continue existing
until we are immortal.
They set forth these aims even to what we call as prehistoric people, to motivate
them. All Indo-European cultures just overlap on the same literal message. The
simplicity with which they laid out these stories, holds the universe's deepest
wisdom. We were able to therefore remember it and carry it with us.
Only lately with jewish advent did all of this get so corrupted that it was grossly
hijacked and suddenly people are instructed to literally kill themselves and
practice all the reverse of what was existential tradition to our species.

Even more ironic is how in this stage of humanity being a totally oblivious
vegetable, as even the enemy books state, the "Daimones" or "Demons", beings
of knowledge, came and started teaching things to what the enemy wanted to be
an eternal vegetable race. For this they were condemned in this story.
Somehow we remaining vegetables is considered today to be "Good" and "Moral
Virtue", or "Destiny", and the "mishap" was the somehow along the way some
beings actually gave us meaningful existence and common sense, called Satan and
the Demons.
Humans are forced to live in some way as to appease the jewish gang that penned
some leprotic jewish books. And somehow also humanity tuned back and under
jewish commands, attacked verbally and spiritually, and banished these
"Daimones" from our life and our relation was attempted to be villified and put to
a deadly end.
The enemy wanted us to be vegetables without a mind, and jews told us that
somehow this was a really good and moral thing to do. Go figure. But the jew only
came as an earthly agent of another force that hides behind them, which of
course they had the usual arrogance to admit publicly. Greys and Reptilians.
Greys and all these aliens all of UFOlogy constantly talks about, or Reptilians
which we know defacto to be enemies and destroyers of mankind, do this on a
racial and species basis. Idiots who talk to them and call them literally by racial
names, such as "Greys" [related to their slender grey color and ugly worthless
mugs], or "Reptilians" [a name given to them by us to parellelize them with what
we call reptiles in our earthly species], these affirm RACIAL qualities and SPECIES.
Of course thanks to brainwashed idiots and an inversion of all natural values, the
life damning values these aliens promote ad nauseum, are even thought to be
"good" and "moral", in promoting the reverse values - deny race, deny species,
deny development, what have you.
You will understand about the enemy by what they promote, not by what they
CLAIM to be.

What they promote on the New Age and people who see these greys, is just some
superficial dogshit garbage about frying your brain with drugs, destroying your life
with pacifism, race mixing to the ultimate extent, pointless hallucination,
extremely low key and dependency based pseudo-spiritual knowledge [such as
when the bug headed fuckers do some superficial healing once in a while so that
the humanoids are impressed and enslave further into their cults], a lot of
pathological love, abolishing of all notions of logic, promoting diets that make us
literally die and fall apart. This leads nowhere. Nobody really develops out of this,
nobody gets empowered in anyway.
Politically they preach the melting pot of all races, the domination of negative
science of mankind [turning us in their own image of damned slaves], the
dissolving of Nations and Races into "one mankind", even if this takes war and
endless bloodshed to achieve, and so forth.
The religions they instated for the masses are nothing of use but making people
ants in a literal way. These religions are really dumb. One is a worshiper in these
religions, and "sinful crap" that has to pay eternal debt to some alien thing called
Allah or Jesus eternally in fear of being burned in hell or something.
Satanism is so distant from these programs of enslavement that most people are
shocked. One no longer has to worship, one has to live, and not die, and also one
has to care about this world with extreme care when we are here, and so onward
to and fro, we may transition to some other form of life, then we will have to
again care about this world.
Our relations, even those with animals, define our existence deeply, and our
actions have meaning and consequence. The higher the personal power and
spiritual level, the more this is the case.
Traditional Paganism never believed in mumbo jumbo escapism, otherworldly
"salvation", and all this garbage. The Astral Laws were well known. One dies, one
reincarnates, and one has to further the betterment of their species. Pagans
accepted the existence of other worlds, but reincarnation puts the coffin to all
ideas about other worlds.

This process only ends with immortalizing of an individual [Magnum Opus], or the
whole species. After this, we can live enough to finally have a larger perspective,
not forget our incarnations and have amnesia, and start becoming more like the
more advanced beings from other worlds who have achieved this. One will always
be born where their level of development is, ie, HERE.
We have to care for our earth because it's our home, point blank. We have
therefore to take ourselves really seriously, stop wasting our life, stop fucking up
our civilization, stop killing our own people, as one will always pay the price of
damnation, as a bad leaf falls of a tree, and goes to meet a poisonous soil, rather
than good soil that will absorb it and give it's life back to the tree. The strong
person is like a good root that gives life to the tree.
The idea of Reincarnation is directly the idea of Race. For Reincarnation to matter,
ie, for a soul on a specific level of development in the delicate balances of being
human, to exist again, this happens from the mirror of the astral physical
existence: The racial body.
The finalizing of this process causes a personal Godhead both for the individual
and the aim is for all of one's people to reach this State [or at least those who are
interested], before we die, and attain eternal life so that we can exist in this
eternal and unending universe, filled with boundless possibilities, to explore it and
be part of it as other species are.
"Eternal Life" and "Tree of Knowledge" aren't jokes these are really deeply embed
histories since the dawn of the Pagan Civilizations [stolen by jews], which the
Gods left us here from Sumeria and before, to remind us what we are here to do.
We aren't here to waste our existence and be biohazards.
Enemy aliens keep us at the level of blind germs and that is for also very natural
reasons, we may pose a threat and kick back on them. That's all there is to it
really.
Lastly, the reason we reincarnate is because when the Gods were driven away, we
remained in a half state between what is essentially a very advanced hominid but
not yet immortal and fully achieved spiritually and physically to the perfection

standard. We had a lot of spiritual advancement, but the Magnum Opus is a
procedure that is both spiritual and material, and a consciousness procedure.
Satan has explained to me before on this question, years ago, that the reason we
were not left immortal and ascended is because this process takes time.
Genetically and as far as our bodies are concerned, all the abilities are there. This
body was and has been constructed with genetic engineering. The human body,
male and female, is a creation masterpiece.
But this type of creature that the Gods called "Man", is ultimately important
because of his ability to think and meditate, and use the advanced and higher
powers onto himself [meditation], and this is the only way to maintain one's self
or to realize the importance of one's existence.
No matter what genes the Gods may have passed us or any handiwork, it's only
the individual consciousness that can ascend itself, to understand itself. This is
because the consciousness is supposed to be the major teaching of why we are
humans in the first place, and through this, and after, we attain also biological
immortality. Think of how when one understands the laws of electricity, one can
make inventions, when we understand consciousness in a deeper way and it's
material effects, we will understand also immortality. This only happens through
meditation.
This was passed down in the enemy's story in how humanity ate from in the
"Garden of Edin" which is a stolen Sumerian Creation Myth. But we were
banished before we ate from the "Tree of Life", we ate only on the Tree of
Knowledge, which in turn leads after to the Tree of Life. This is when the enemy
was scared shitless, and intervened in our planet.
That is because the Tree of Life is immortality, but the only way to access this is
from the "Tree of Knowledge" first.
But in order for this to mean anything, ie, for immortality to matter and for
humans to cope with it, a spiritual level had to first be achieved, because
otherwise everything is vain and futile. Biological immortality cannot exist on a
spiritually ignorant state, the Gods couldn't make us "biologically immortal"

[which was known to be the case in the Ancient times, with people living 700 or
800 years, documented in all Ancient Religions], as the genetics are known to
change, deform, mutate, and fall out of place.
Epics exist of people such as Gilgamesh and others who have attained this. There
are also cases of Egyptian Pharaohs who have attained this state, and more
modern stories.
Satan has always been honest and everything the Gods set in front of us is
consistent and real. As we advance scientifically we observe all of this on our own.
Their eternal teachings are valid. This should build trust.
Look at teh worthless greys on the other hand that tell us that doing a lot of
booze and drugs is going to be good for us when all our teeth fall off and we exist
in miserable states, and you will understand a bit about who is bullshitting whom.
Most new agers put the mug of a grey and the infamous 420 to give credence to
these life damning aliens, all while they go ever down the alien road of existing as
a human abomination. They worship this evil. Our Gods on the other hand who
have been all but honest and helpful, and taught us important things, are
banished from this world by the same fools such as the above, and the living
agents of the enemy, the jews.
In Hebrew Seraphim means "Reptilian Angels" as the infamous Rabbi from
Ancient Alien has admitted. The Seraphim are the Gods of the Jews. In regards to
what they do let us surmise this as, they do everything in their ability so that
humanity is either wiped off or doesn't get more spiritually advanced than a
donkey.
Modern Quantum science on the behavior of the particles, vibration resonance,
sound, and dimensions bending into one another, all give hints straight into this.
While the New Age has merely ruined many of these concepts, these eternal
spiritual truths of the Gods are consistent with the reality of the cosmos, and we
are scientifically observing this now, too.
On our deepest level, and physically also, we are made out from formations of

light and from vibration, exactly in the same way every other particle in the
universe. The physical body is as much the same.
From a scientific standard the idea that we are a flab of useless meat with nothing
in it is just worthless bullshit. It's dishonest to say this and promote denial of the
Truth, our very bodies, the material ones, are composed out of particles, which in
turn goes to light, and light goes into vibration, and we have the visible and the
non visible spectrum. The non visible aspect of this, is the astral aspect [to be
seen by the inner eyeball the Gods left as an organ inside our every skulls, the
Pineal Gland] and the obvious, observed by our eyes, is the material body.
This is all very real, it's not theoretical, and not intellectual mumbo jumbo. While
this process is secretive, it's known for a fact to exist, and our whole civilization
was built around this from day one. All Pagan Civilizations were.
The physical body is depending on the soul as the soul depends to the body. One
needs the other as such when one dies, another body gives life, and the soul goes
into it or a soul is born, reincarnation and birth. The soul can be in broad and
present day scientific terms be defined as the light compartment of the actual
body that one lives in, part of it, but also independent from it.
The body just falls apart without this inner light as the flame of a candle dies
without the candlewick and oxygen. Gradually the lifespan also decreases, until it
shrinks more and more. Changes like this in races and in people are reflected in
their material existence of light, what we call the person, and more broadly, the
race. The last resort of this is then for the Soul, to enter a forced state of
reincarnation, hop back into the line from where it left, and try again in a
rejuvenated and renewed body.
The potential for the Soul and having a mind are direct proof of the hand of the
Gods in our development, these do not exist in the same form or same abilities in
any other animal on earth. This is however half the job of what the Gods were
aiming at, and the story of the Human Fall by the enemy garbage is just very well
known.
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